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A History of Prayer - Roy Hammerling 2008-10-02
Ancient prayers exist in a rich variety of often unexamined forms, and so
they require a comprehensive study. This volume includes diverse
scholars, who reveal the wondrous breadth of prayerful religious
traditions from the first to the fifteenth centuries.
Revelation - 1999-01-01
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement
of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the
"Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
A History of Christianity - Diarmaid MacCulloch 2010
Christianity, one of the world’s great religions, has had an incalculable
impact on human history. This book, now the most comprehensive and up
to date single volume work in English, describes not only the main ideas
and personalities of Christian history, its organisation and spirituality,
but how it has changed politics, sex, and human society. Diarmaid
MacCulloch ranges from Palestine in the first century to India in the

third, from Damascus to China in the seventh century and from San
Francisco to Korea in the twentieth. He is one of the most widely
travelled of Christian historians and conveys a sense of place as
arrestingly as he does the power of ideas. He presents the development
of Christian history differently from any of his predecessors. He shows
how, after a semblance of unity in its earliest centuries, the Christian
church divided during the next 1400 years into three increasingly
distanced parts, of which the western Church was by no means always
the most important: he observes that at the end of the first eight
centuries of Christian history, Baghdad might have seemed a more likely
capital for worldwide Christianity than Rome. This is the first truly global
history of Christianity.
Moving Beyond New Testament Theology? - Todd C. Penner 2005
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A People's History of Christianity - Denis R. Janz 2014-03
This one-volume edition contains careful selections and abridgements of
the original content [of the seven-volume set] and covers the entire scope
of church history. It provides a valuable overview of such topics as birth
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and death, marriage and family life, baptism rites, food power, heresy,
and more. Students are both informed and inspired by seeing the
importance of ordinary Christians in shaping Christianity across time.
From Jesus to Christ - Paula Fredriksen 2008-10-01
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable study."—Géza
Vermès, Times Literary Supplement In this exciting book, Paula
Fredriksen explains the variety of New Testament images of Jesus by
exploring the ways that the new Christian communities interpreted his
mission and message in light of the delay of the Kingdom he had
preached. This edition includes an introduction reviews the most recent
scholarship on Jesus and its implications for both history and theology.
"Brilliant and lucidly written, full of original and fascinating
insights."—Reginald H. Fuller, Journal of the American Academy of
Religion "This is a first-rate work of a first-rate historian."—James D.
Tabor, Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her
documents—principally the writings of the New Testament—as an
archaeologist would an especially rich complex site. With great care she
distinguishes the literary images from historical fact. As she does so, she
explains the images of Jesus in terms of the strategies and purposes of
the writers Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."—Thomas D’Evelyn,
Christian Science Monitor
The Gospel According to Mark - 1999-01-01
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic
figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with
his devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables
are obscure, to be explained secretly to his followers. With an
introduction by Nick Cave
A History of the First Christians - 2004-01-30
This work provides a survey of the history of the earliest Christian
church in the period up to the fall of Jerusalem. It concentrates on: the
figure of Paul; judicious and critical use of information in the Book of
Acts; Judaizing versions of Christianity; and the Johannine tradition. The
approach steers a middle way between an over-simplified account which
fails to warn students where scholarly opinion is divided, and an in-depth

academic study which attempts to document and discuss every
hypothesis. Wedderburn focuses on aspects of central importance: the
changing shape of church life and developing Christianity in relation to
the Roman Empire and to Judaism. This book seeks to draw together and
make more readily accessible many new insights gained from an
enormous range of recent scholarly studies in German and English, and
places them in the context of a more general account.
The Theology of the First Christians - Walter Schmithals 1997-01-01
In The Theology of the First Christians, Walter Schmithals offers a
comprehensive history of the development of religious thought from the
preaching of Jesus to the formation of the New Testament canon. This
well-researched volume will be of great interest to New Testament
scholars and students.
The World of the First Christians - Marc Olson 2020
The life and teachings of Jesus changed the world forever--but what
happened after the events of the Gospels? How did Christianity grow
from a small group of followers to one of the largest religious movements
in human history? How did the first Christians survive in an oppressive
Roman Empire? What did the early church believe, and how did they
worship? The World of the First Christians: A Curious Kid's Guide to the
Early Church answers these questions and more, with colorful
illustrations, charts, graphs, maps, and other infographics that will keep
kids' attention for hours and give them new insight and understanding
into the early growth of the Christian faith. Curious Kids' Guides present
cool and surprising information about Christian history and beliefs in an
entertaining, visually engaging way for kids.
Heaven and Hell - Bart D. Ehrman 2020-03-31
A New York Times bestselling historian of early Christianity takes on two
of the most gripping questions of human existence: where did the ideas
of heaven and hell come from, and why do they endure? What happens
when we die? A recent Pew Research poll showed that 72% of Americans
believe in a literal heaven, 58% in a literal hell. Most people who hold
these beliefs are Christian and assume they are the age-old teachings of
the Bible. But eternal rewards and punishments are found nowhere in
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the Old Testament and are not what Jesus or his disciples taught. So
where did the ideas come from? In clear and compelling terms, Bart
Ehrman recounts the long history of the afterlife, ranging from The Epic
of Gilgamesh up to the writings of Augustine, focusing especially on the
teachings of Jesus and his early followers. He discusses ancient guided
tours of heaven and hell, in which a living person observes the sublime
blessings of heaven for those who are saved and the horrifying torments
of hell for the damned. Some of these accounts take the form of near
death experiences, the oldest on record, with intriguing similarities to
those reported today. One of Ehrman’s startling conclusions is that there
never was a single Greek, Jewish, or Christian understanding of the
afterlife, but numerous competing views. Moreover, these views did not
come from nowhere; they were intimately connected with the social,
cultural, and historical worlds out of which they emerged. Only later, in
the early Christian centuries, did they develop into the notions of eternal
bliss or damnation widely accepted today. As a historian, Ehrman
obviously cannot provide a definitive answer to the question of what
happens after death. In Heaven and Hell, he does the next best thing: by
helping us reflect on where our ideas of the afterlife come from, he
assures us that even if there may be something to hope for when we die,
there is certainly nothing to fear.
Introduction to World Christian History - Derek Cooper 2016-06-03
In this brief history of the church from a global perspective, Derek
Cooper explores the development of Christianity across time and the
continents. Guiding readers to places like Iraq, Ethiopia and India,
Scandanavia, Brazil and Oceania, he reveals the fascinating—and often
surprising—history of the church.
Early Christians in Disarray - Noel B. Reynolds 2005
This book takes a fresh look at the apostasy of the early Christian church.
Most Latter-day Saint scholars and leaders previously based their
understanding of the Christian apostasy on the findings of Protestant
scholars who provided a seemingly endless array of evidences of
apostasy in Christian history. Since the classic treatments of this topic
were written, many newly discovered manuscripts written during the

first Christian centuries have come to light, giving a clearer picture of
what the early Christian experience was like. Drawing on this material,
LDS scholars today are able to shift the focus of study to the causes of
the apostasy rather than the effects. This volume of essays reports new
research by several LDS scholars in different fields. They identify
common myths and misconceptions about the apostasy and promote
better understanding of when and why the apostasy occurred.
Christianity - Alister E. McGrath 2006-02-13
The new edition of this popular textbook by leading theologian, Alister E.
McGrath, will be essential reading for anyone wanting to understand the
dynamics of the world’s largest religion. Fully revised to include greater
coverage of the Catholic perspective, contemporary issues, non-Western
Christianity, globalization and women, this is a truly comprehensive,
lively, and jargon-free introduction to Christianity. Written for beginners
to this subject, and assumes no knowledge of Christian beliefs or
practices. Includes an introduction to biblical sources and discussion of
the central figure of Jesus. Features comprehensive discussions of
Christian theology, the history of Christianity from its origins to the
present day, and Christianity in the modern world. Increases coverage of
contemporary issues, the Catholic perspective, non-Western Christianity,
globalization and women Contains accessible and student-friendly
features, including numerous illustrations, suggestions for further
reading, a glossary of Christian terms, and brief readings from
illustrative Christian sources.
Christianity - Diarmaid MacCulloch 2010-03-18
The New York Times bestseller and definitive history of Christianity for
our time—from the award-winning author of The Reformation and
Silence A product of electrifying scholarship conveyed with commanding
skill, Diarmaid MacCulloch's Christianity goes back to the origins of the
Hebrew Bible and encompasses the globe. It captures the major turning
points in Catholic, Protestant, and Orthodox history and fills in often
neglected accounts of conversion and confrontation in Africa, Latin
America, and Asia. MacCulloch introduces us to monks and crusaders,
heretics and reformers, popes and abolitionists, and discover
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Christianity's essential role in shaping human history and the intimate
lives of men and women. And he uncovers the roots of the faith that
galvanized America, charting the surprising beliefs of the founding
fathers, the rise of the Evangelical movement and of Pentecostalism, and
the recent crises within the Catholic Church. Bursting with original
insights and a great pleasure to read, this monumental religious history
will not soon be surpassed.
Christian History Made Easy - Timothy Paul Jones 2009
Christian History Made Easy summarizes the most important events in
the history of the church, from the time of Jesus to modern day. Christian
History Made Easy explains early church history, the Church Councils,
the Great Schism, the Crusades, Francis of Assisi, John Wycliffe, Martin
Luther, the Protestant Reformation, and more. Christian History Made
Easy presents key church history events and great Christian leaders
everyone should know, along with full-color church history timelines,
photos, pictures, and maps. The study guide and worksheets in the back
makes this book an excellent Bible Study, adults Sunday school topics, or
homeschool curriculum. Author Timothy Paul Jones makes Christian
history refreshingly fun while at the same time informing Christians
about the history of the Christian faith.Full-color, 224 pages, paperback,
6 x 9 inches. Theologian J. I. Packer says Christian History Made Easy is,
...a beautifully simple, beginner-friendly telling of Christian history, a
precious heritage. Christian History Made Easy Covers Major Events in
Church History Early Church History The Early Church--Peter and Paul,
the Age of the Apostles, The Destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem
scatters Christians Early Church Fathers Persecution of Christians-Emperor Nero and Domitian, Martyrdom of Peter, Paul, Ignaitius,
Polycarp, Justin Martyr Christianity legalized in the Roman Empire,
Emperor Constantine, Christianity the official religion in the Roman
Empire The Byzantine Era The Council of Nicaea, The Nicene Creed
Augustine, Jerome translates the Bible into Latin, St. Patrick Fall of the
Roman Empire, rise of the Eastern Orthodox Church Gregory the Great,
Rise of Monasticism Rise of Islam and the Islamic Conquest in Europe,
Charles Martel, Charlemagne East/West Church Schism (Photian

Schism), Leif Ericson converts to Christianity Great Schism, Hildebrand
reforms the church, the Crusades, Lateran Councils, Richard the
Lionheart Pre-Reformation Church History Middle Ages, Bubonic Plague,
John Wycliffe, the Wycliffe Bible The Renaissance, Jan Hus, Joan of Arc,
Ottomans capture the Christian city of Constantinople, Johann
Gutenberg's printing press The Protestant Reformation Erasmus, Martin
Luther, 95 Theses, Ulrich Zwingli, William Tyndale, King Henry VIII, The
Geneva Bible, The Matthew's Bible, Church of England history, John
Knox, Queen Mary Tudor, Queen Elizabeth I, King James Version Bible
Galileo, Pilgrim's Progress, Quaker founded, first Protestant missionary
societies The Great Awakening and Church History in America and
Europe John and Charles Wesley, George Whitefield, Handel writes the
Messiah, Sunday school is developed, John Newton writes Amazing
Grace. Divisions over slavery in Baptist history Abolition, William
Wilberforce, Charles Finney leads revivals, George Muller's faith
orphanage, YMCA an YWCA founded, Charles Spurgeon, Salvation Army
founded Church History in the 20th and 21st Century Amy Carmichael,
Irish missionary to India, Azusa Street, Scofield Bible, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, Billy Graham, Discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Modern
political State of Israel C.S. Lewis, major evangelistic crusades in Latin
America and Korea, Roman Catholic church apologizes for lack of
leadership during the Holocaust Each Chapter of Christian History Made
Easy Includes Key events Key concepts Names you should know Terms
you should know Bible maps and time-lines Things to think about
Clarification of words At the end of each chapter is a student guide,
student worksheet, learning activity and quiz Endorsement for Christian
History Made Easy Rose's product line includes a wonderful collection of
high quality, visually attractive materials that lend themselves to
learning the basics of the Christian Faith. In most areas where
alternative views exist, they are faithfully presented leaving the reader to
decide which best fits their understanding of scripture....I have used
Christian History Made Easy for my Sunday school class and found it to
be very well done. This book has a great collection of auxiliary Study
Guide questions. The author, Timothy Paul Jones is obviously a practiced
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teacher. I used an early edition. The recent upgrade of this package
looks even better... --Dr. Gene A. Stringer, Elder, Christian Church of
Ashland, Oregon Endorsements and biography for Author Timothy Paul
Jones Dr. Timothy Paul Jones is a brilliant young biblical scholar who
helps simplify the complex. His [resources] are great and sorely needed
during our time when many are biblically illiterate and know even less
about Church history. --Dr. Jerry Newcombe, author, TV host, and
spokesperson for Truth that Transforms with Dr. D. James Kennedy
(formerly The Coral Ridge Hour) About the Author: Dr. Timothy Paul
Jones Timothy Paul Jones serves as a professor of Christian ministry and
as associate vice president at the Southern Baptist Theological seminary,
where he teaches courses in applied apologetics and family ministry.
Before teaching at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, he led
churches in Missouri and Oklahoma as pastor and associate pastor. Dr.
Jones has authored or contributed to more than a dozen books, including
PROOF; Conspiracies and the Cross; and, Christian History Made Easy.
In 2007, Charles Colson listed him as one of "four names you need to
know" when responding to the new atheists and in 2010, Christian
Retailing magazine selecte
Loving the Poor, Saving the Rich - Helen Rhee 2012-11-01
The issue of wealth and poverty and its relationship to Christian faith is
as ancient as the New Testament and reaches even further back to the
Hebrew Scriptures. From the beginnings of the Christian movement, the
issue of how to deal with riches and care for the poor formed an
important aspect of Christian discipleship. This careful study shows how
early Christians adopted, appropriated, and transformed the Jewish and
Greco-Roman moral teachings and practices of giving and patronage. As
Helen Rhee illuminates the early Christian understanding of wealth and
poverty, she shows how it impacted the formation of Christian identity.
She also demonstrates the ongoing relevance of early Christian thought
and practice for the contemporary church.
History of Christianity - Paul Johnson 2012-03-27
First published in 1976, Paul Johnson’s exceptional study of Christianity
has been loved and widely hailed for its intensive research, writing, and

magnitude—“a tour de force, one of the most ambitious surveys of the
history of Christianity ever attempted and perhaps the most radical”
(New York Review of Books). In a highly readable companion to books on
faith and history, the scholar and author Johnson has illuminated the
Christian world and its fascinating history in a way that no other has.
Johnson takes off in the year AD 49 with his namesake the apostle Paul.
Thus beginning an ambitious quest to paint the centuries since the
founding of a little-known ‘Jesus Sect’, A History of Christianity explores
to a great degree the evolution of the Western world. With an unbiased
and overall optimistic tone, Johnson traces the fantastic scope of the
consequent sects of Christianity and the people who followed them.
Information drawn from extensive and varied sources from around the
world makes this history as credible as it is reliable. Invaluable
understanding of the framework of modern Christianity—and its trials
and tribulations throughout history—has never before been contained in
such a captivating work.
The New Testament in Its World Workbook - N. T. Wright
2019-11-19
This workbook accompanies The New Testament in Its World by N. T.
Wright and Michael F. Bird. Following the textbook's structure, it offers
assessment questions, exercises, and activities designed to support the
students' learning experience. Reinforcing the teaching in the textbook,
this workbook will not only help to enhance their understanding of the
New Testament books as historical, literary, and social phenomena
located in the world of early Christianity, but also guide them to think
like a first-century believer while reading the text responsibly for today.
Medicine and Health Care in Early Christianity - Gary B. Ferngren
2016-08
Drawing on New Testament studies and recent scholarship on the
expansion of the Christian church, Gary B. Ferngren presents a
comprehensive historical account of medicine and medical philanthropy
in the first five centuries of the Christian era. Ferngren first describes
how early Christians understood disease. He examines the relationship of
early Christian medicine to the natural and supernatural modes of
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healing found in the Bible. Despite biblical accounts of demonic
possession and miraculous healing, Ferngren argues that early
Christians generally accepted naturalistic assumptions about disease and
cared for the sick with medical knowledge gleaned from the Greeks and
Romans. Ferngren also explores the origins of medical philanthropy in
the early Christian church. Rather than viewing illness as punishment for
sins, early Christians believed that the sick deserved both medical
assistance and compassion. Even as they were being persecuted,
Christians cared for the sick within and outside of their community. Their
long experience in medical charity led to the creation of the first
hospitals, a singular Christian contribution to health care. "A succinct,
thoughtful, well-written, and carefully argued assessment of Christian
involvement with medical matters in the first five centuries of the
common era . . . It is to Ferngren's credit that he has opened questions
and explored them so astutely. This fine work looks forward as well as
backward; it invites fuller reflection of the many senses in which
medicine and religion intersect and merits wide readership."—Journal of
the American Medical Association "In this superb work of historical and
conceptual scholarship, Ferngren unfolds for the reader a cultural milieu
of healing practices during the early centuries of
Christianity."—Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith "Readable
and widely researched . . . an important book for mission studies and
American Catholic movements, the book posits the question of what can
take its place in today's challenging religious culture."—Missiology: An
International Review Gary B. Ferngren is a professor of history at
Oregon State University and a professor of the history of medicine at
First Moscow State Medical University. He is the author of Medicine and
Religion: A Historical Introduction and the editor of Science and
Religion: A Historical Introduction.
At the Origins of Christian Worship - Larry W. Hurtado 2000-09-07
"At the Origins of Christian Worship" can deepen readers' understanding
of early Christian worship by setting it within the context of the Roman
world in which it developed. Hurtado highlights the two central
characteristics of earliest Christian worship: its exclusive rejection of the

ancient-world gods and its inclusion of Christ with God as the focus of
devotion.
The New Testament in Its World - N. T. Wright 2019-11-19
The New Testament in Its World by bestselling author N. T. Wright and
Michael F. Bird is designed to open readers' eyes to the larger world of
the New Testament. Guiding you in how to think like a first-century
Christian, it stands to become the definitive introduction on the topic.
These Last Days - Richard Davis Phillips 2011
Specifically, it is about ôthe present evil ageö that we live in right now.
For many Christians, the expression ôthese last daysö refers to the time
right before the second coming of Christ-but according to the apostles,
the last days started with the first coming of Christ and continue even
today.
A Brief History of Sunday - Gonzalez, Justo L. 2017
Authoritative yet accessible historical overview of Christian Sunday
worship In this book noted Christian historian Justo Gonzalez tells the
story of how and why Christians have worshiped on Sunday from the
earliest days of the church to the present. After discussing the views and
practices relating to Sunday in the ancient church, Gonzalez turns to
Constantine and how his policies affected Sunday observances. He then
recounts the long process, beginning in the Middle Ages and culminating
with Puritanism, whereby Christians came to think of and strictly
observe Sunday as the Sabbath. Finally, Gonzalez looks at the current
state of things, exploring especially how the explosive growth of the
church in the Majority World has affected the observance of Sunday
worldwide. Readers of this book will rediscover the joy and excitement of
Sunday as the early church celebrated it and will find inspiration in an
age of increasing indifference and hostility to Christianity."
Christ and Time, 3rd Edition - Oscar Cullmann 2018-08-17
“The object of the present work is to determine what is central in the
Christian proclamation. We are tempted to represent as the ‘kernel’ or
‘essence’ of this proclamation that which appeals to us personally, and to
consider as external and dispensable ‘framework’ that which is strange
to us. It is due to the richness of the Christian message that the question
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as to the central element from which all the other features are to be
explained arises at all, and the endeavor to determine this central
element must be designated the one great task of New Testament
scholarship, and perhaps of all Christian theology.” —From the Foreword
How Christians Made Peace with War - John Driver 2007-03
How should Christians regard the use of military force? Should they
become involved in fighting for their country? Can they not find a better
way to settle differences? The author, a biblical scholar, writer, and
missionary in Uruguay and Spain, turns to the history of the early church
for answers. He notes that the early Christians opposed warfare and
military service because of the teachings of Jesus. Jesus taught love for
enemies and persecutors. This led the early believers to resist the evils
and injustices of their time with nonviolent love and forgiveness. The
author then shows how Christians eventually became involved in military
life. However, "between [A.D.] 100 and 312 no Christian writers, to our
knowledge, approved of Christian participation in warfare. In fact, all
those who wrote on the subject disapproved of the practice. You will
discover that John Driver writes in clear, concise terms and that he offers
food for thought and action.
The Lost History of Christianity - John Philip Jenkins 2009-10-06
“Jenkins is one of America’s top religious scholars.” —Forbes magazine
The Lost History of Christianity by Philip Jenkins offers a revolutionary
view of the history of the Christian church. Subtitled “The Thousand-Year
Golden Age of the Church in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia—and How
It Died,” it explores the extinction of the earliest, most influential
Christian churches of China, India, and the Middle East, which held the
closest historical links to Jesus and were the dominant expression of
Christianity throughout its first millennium. The remarkable true story of
the demise of the institution that shaped both Asia and Christianity as we
know them today, The Lost History of Christianity is a controversial and
important work of religious scholarship that sounds a warning that must
be heeded.
The Acts of the Apostles - P.D. James 1999-01-01
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers

during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles,
formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout
the Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an
introduction by P.D. James
A New History of Early Christianity - Charles Freeman 2009-01-01
"Tracing the astonishing transformation that the early Christian church
underwent - from sporadic niches of Christian communities surviving in
the wake of a horrific crucifixion to sanctioned alliance with the state Charles Freeman shows how freedom of thought was curtailed by the
development of the concept of faith. The imposition of 'correct belief' and
an institutional framework that enforced orthodoxy were both
consolidating and stifling. Uncovering the church's relationships with
Judaism, Gnosticism, Greek philosophy and Greco-Roman society,
Freeman offers dramatic new accounts of Paul, the resurrection, and the
church fathers and emperors."--BOOK JACKET.
Books and Readers in the Early Church - Harry Y. Gamble
1995-01-01
This fascinating and lively book provides the first comprehensive
discussion of the production, circulation, and use of books in early
Christianity. It explores the extent of literacy in early Christian
communities; the relation in the early church between oral tradition and
written materials; the physical form of early Christian books; how books
were produced, transcribed, published, duplicated, and disseminated;
how Christian libraries were formed; who read the books, in what
circumstances, and to what purposes. Harry Y. Gamble interweaves
practical and technological dimensions of the production and use of early
Christian books with the social and institutional history of the period.
Drawing on evidence from papyrology, codicology, textual criticism, and
early church history, as well as on knowledge about the bibliographical
practices that characterized Jewish and Greco-Roman culture, he offers a
new perspective on the role of books in the first five centuries of the
early church.
The Resurrection Of Christ - Gerd Ludemann 2010-06-28
Lüdemann''s The Resurrection of Christ: A Historical Inquiry talks
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straight, in an honest, open, direct way. He leads the lay reader through
the maze of resurrection texts in a readable, even entertaining way. He
has mastered an amazing quantity of ancient sources and scholarly
literature, and published many highly-technical works. But here he
writes simply, clearly, convincingly, in a way any intelligent reader can
understand. He does not dodge issues or obscure problems with pious
talk, but presses forward to the logical outcome in a way that brings the
reader along with him.-James M. Robinson, Professor of Religion
Emeritus, Claremont Graduate University, Director of the Nag Hammadi
Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity; Permanent
Secretary of UNESCO''s International Committee for the Nag Hammadi
CodicesLuedemann''s systematic analysis of both canonical and
noncanonical texts coupled with his trenchant repudiation of fuzzy
theological rhetoric challenges our understandings of both Christian
origins and Christianity today. His answers will by no means find
universal support, but his arguments deserve the attention of any
interested in the often-uneasy relationship among fact, fiction, and faith.A.-J. Levine, E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Professor of New
Testament Studies, Vanderbilt University Divinity School and Graduate
Department of ReligionAlthough the resurrection is the keystone dogma
of Christian belief, and Sunday churchgoers rarely if ever think to
question it, scholarly research shows with the utmost clarity that from a
historical standpoint Jesus was not raised from the dead. In fact, it is
almost universally recognized among scholars of New Testament textual
criticism that the gospel narratives describing the resurrection
appearances are not reliable eyewitness accounts, but expressions of
faith written by the first Christian believers long after the death of
Jesus.In this thorough exegesis of the primary texts dealing with the
resurrection of Jesus, New Testament expert Gerd Lüdemann (University
of Göttingen) presents compelling evidence that shows the resurrection
was not a historical event and further argues that this development
leaves little, if any, basis for Christian faith as presently
defined.Beginning with Paul''s testimony in 1 Cor. 15: 3-8, in which the
apostle declares that Jesus has been raised on the third day in

accordance with the scriptures, Lüdemann systematically evaluates
every reference to Jesus'' resurrection in the New Testament, as well as
apocryphal literature. He examines the purpose of the text writers, the
ways in which they reworked tradition, and the historical value of each
account. Through this approach, he offers a reconstruction of the
probable course of events as well as the circumstances surrounding
Jesus'' death on the cross, the burial of his body, his reported
resurrection on the third day, and subsequent appearances to various
disciples.Since the historical evidence leads to the firm conclusion that
Jesus'' body was not raised from the dead, Lüdemann argues that the
origin of the Easter faith must be sought in the visionary experiences of
Christianity''s two leading apostles. From a modern perspective this
leads to the inescapable conclusion that both primary witnesses to Jesus''
resurrection, Peter and Paul, were victims of self-deception.In
conclusion, he asks whether in light of the nonhistoricity of Jesus''
resurrection, thinking people today can legitimately and in good
conscience still call themselves Christians.Gerd Lüdemann is a professor
of the history and literature of early Christianity at the University of
Göttingen, Germany. Professor Lüdemann''s published conclusions about
Christianity aroused great controversy in his native Germany, where the
Confederation of Protestant Churches in Lower Saxony demanded his
immediate dismissal from the theological faculty of his university.
Despite this threat to his academic freedom, he has retained his post at
The World of the First Christians - Marc Olson 2020-07-07
The life and teachings of Jesus changed the world forever--but what
happened after the events of the Gospels? How did Christianity grow
from a small group of followers to one of the largest religious movements
in human history? How did the first Christians survive in an oppressive
Roman Empire? What did the early church believe, and how did they
worship? The World of the First Christians: A Curious Kid's Guide to the
Early Church answers these questions and more, with colorful
illustrations, charts, graphs, maps, and other infographics that will keep
kids' attention for hours and give them new insight and understanding
into the early growth of the Christian faith. Curious Kids' Guides present
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cool and surprising information about Christian history and beliefs in an
entertaining, visually engaging way for kids.
The Earliest History of the Christian Gathering - Valeriy A. Alikin 2010
Recent research has made a strong case for the view that Early Christian
communities, sociologically considered, functioned as voluntary religious
associations. This is similar to the practice of many other cultic
associations in the Greco-Roman world of the first century CE. Building
upon this new approach, along with a critical interpretation of all
available sources, this book discusses the social and religio-historical
background of the weekly gatherings of Christians and presents a fresh
reconstruction of how the weekly gatherings originated and developed in
both form and content. The topics studied here include the origins of the
observance of Sunday as the weekly Christian feast-day, the shape and
meaning of the weekly gatherings of the Christian communities, and the
rise of customs such as preaching, praying, singing, and the reading of
texts in these meetings.
The Gnostic Gospels - Elaine Pagels 2004-06-29
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books
of all time The Gnostic Gospels is a landmark study of the long-buried
roots of Christianity, a work of luminous scholarship and wide popular
appeal. First published in 1979 to critical acclaim, winning the National
Book Award and the National Book Critics Circle Award, The Gnostic
Gospels has continued to grow in reputation and influence over the past
two decades. It is now widely recognized as one of the most brilliant and
accessible histories of early Christian spirituality published in our time.
In 1945 an Egyptian peasant unearthed what proved to be the Gnostic
Gospels, thirteen papyrus volumes that expounded a radically different
view of the life and teachings of Jesus Christ from that of the New
Testament. In this spellbinding book, renowned religious scholar Elaine
Pagels elucidates the mysteries and meanings of these sacred texts both
in the world of the first Christians and in the context of Christianity
today. With insight and passion, Pagels explores a remarkable range of
recently discovered gospels, including the Gospel of Thomas and the
Gospel of Mary Magdalene, to show how a variety of “Christianities”

emerged at a time of extraordinary spiritual upheaval. Some Christians
questioned the need for clergy and church doctrine, and taught that the
divine could be discovered through spiritual search. Many others, like
Buddhists and Hindus, sought enlightenment—and access to
God—within. Such explorations raised questions: Was the resurrection to
be understood symbolically and not literally? Was God to be envisioned
only in masculine form, or feminine as well? Was martyrdom a
necessary—or worthy—expression of faith? These early Christians dared
to ask questions that orthodox Christians later suppressed—and their
explorations led to profoundly different visions of Jesus and his message.
Brilliant, provocative, and stunning in its implications, The Gnostic
Gospels is a radical, eloquent reconsideration of the origins of the
Christian faith.
Cold-Case Christianity - J. Warner Wallace 2013-01-01
Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist, ColdCase Christianity examines the claims of the New Testament using the
skills and strategies of a hard-to-convince criminal investigator.
Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it makes a claim about an
event from the distant past for which there is little forensic evidence. In
Cold-Case Christianity, J. Warner Wallace uses his nationally recognized
skills as a homicide detective to look at the evidence and eyewitnesses
behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and
the visual techniques he developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses
illustration to examine the powerful evidence that validates the claims of
Christianity. A unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense interest
in detective stories, Cold-Case Christianity inspires readers to have
confidence in Christ as it prepares them to articulate the case for
Christianity.
Did the First Christians Worship Jesus? - James D. G. Dunn 2010-07-15
To answer the title question effectively requires more than the citing of a
few texts; we must first acknowledge that the way to the answer is more
difficult than it appears and recognize that the answer may be less
straightforward than many would like. The author raises some
fascinating yet vexing questions: What is worship? Is the fact that
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worship is offered to God (or a god) what defines him (or her) as
"G/god?" What does the act of worship actually involve? The conviction
that God exalted Jesus to his right hand obviously is central to Christian
recognition of the divine status of Jesus. But what did that mean for the
first Christians as they sought to reconcile God's status and that of the
human Jesus? Perhaps the worship of Jesus was not an alternative to
worship of God but another way of worshiping God. The questions are
challenging but readers are ably guided by James Dunn, one of the
world's top New Testament scholars.

A General and Historical View of Christianity - George Cook 1822
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The First Urban Christians - Wayne A. Meeks 2003-01-01
Meeks analyzes the letters of Paul to see what kind of people joined the
Christian groups in the urban centers and what it was like to be a
Christian then.
Christian History Made Easy Participant Guide - Timothy Paul Jones
2012-07-22
Participant's Guide for studying Christian History
Christology: Biblical And Historical - Mini S. Johnson 2005-01-01
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